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Microwaves or (micro)radiowaves, related to the range of ultrahigh fre
quency (VHF), have widespread applications in technology as well as in medicine. 

The first experimental research (Osborn, Frederick, 1948) had shown a 
high sensitivity of the crystalline lens to the effects~of VHF electro
magnetic waves. De§pite the large number of reports on the development of 
microwave cataracts in experimental animals, clinical cataracts have not 
as yet been adequately studied, and the question of the pathogenesis remains 
unresolved. Also, clinical studies on microwave cataracts remain as a 
major prob~em. It is necessary to refine the etiology of the opacity of the 
crystalline lens, as observed by some authors (Hirsch, Parker 1952\f; 
I. Galeyev, 1957; V.G. Shilyaev, I.S. Shimkhovich, 1959) in men (working) 
near VHF apparatuses ~n order to carry out safe technological procedures 
and not to expose them to further hazards of microwave cataracts. Due to 
the increased spread of the application of VHF apparatuses in industry and 
especially near radar facilities, ophthalmologists will be required to fre
~~deal with these questions. 

The opinion of authors is unanimous on the harmful effects of high 
intensity microwaves; however on the harmful effects of medium doses of 
microwaves, there is a divergence of opinion based on data in the litera
ture. Some authors (Richardson, 1951; L~Ya. Shereshevskaya, V.A. 
Grechushkina, 1967) observed the harmful effects from medium doses of 
microwaves on the crystalline lens of animals; others (W. Clark, G. C1lark, 
1952; Dabies, 1952) have applied these same doses for therapeutic purposes 
in their opht:halmological practice. 

In relation to this question, we considered it essential to study the 
effects of microwaves of, the medium intensity in experiments on rabbits. 

The experiments were carried out in 28 rabbits (56 eyes) (Genus Chin
chilla). The rabbits weighted from 2 to 3.5 kilograms. 

The rabbits were radiated with the LUCH-58 apparatus (wavelength 12.6 
centimeters, frequency 2375 megahertz), using a remote control method, 
(power output of 60 watts, distance 9 centimeters, the diameter of the 
radiation source 9 centimeters, time of exposure-15 minutes). The left 
eye was radiated, the right eye served as a control. These characteristics 
identified as "medium therapeutic doses", are widely applied in clinical 
practice against ;yjarious disease's, and in overseas countries even in 
ophthalmology practice. The radiation procedure,was carried out 10-14 
times (exposures). 



They observed the development of microwave cataracts in 23 rabbits. 
In 10 of the younger rabbits, opacity appeared immediately after the 
completion of the course of radiation §n the crystalline lens; and in 
13 of the older rabbits, opacity appeared within 3 to 7 days after the 
termination of radiation exposure. The remaining 5 older rabbits were 
sacrificed immediately after the course of radiation to investigate the 
question: "Does the biochemical change occur prior to the destruction 
of .. the transparancy of the crystalline lens?" 

The opacity in all animals at first appears in the posterior 
hqrizontal suture and is localized under the capsule in the posterior 
cortical layers of th~ crystalline lens. Moreover, despite the 
discontinuance of radiation, the opacity increases in size, grows 
in intensity and acquires a round or semi-~ooped form in the appearance 
of thJn lace (Se~ Drawing 1...;. NOTE: not attached to copy). Restricted 
to the center at the horizontal suture, the cataract did not spnead to 

_the equatorial regio11. For 20-25 days progression of the microwave 
cataract was stabilized and then began its regression. The cataract 
"literally dissolves" along the edges, becomes more transparent, and in 
5 rabbits within 2 to 2-1/2 months it disappears completely (See Drawing 
2 G:iot attached)~ Regression of the microwave cataract was observed for 
.2 to 3 months. ·They observed similar changes of, the crystalline lens in 
23 rabbits which gave.the basis that this type of opacity is characteristic 
of microwave cataracts. In response to the development and course of 

.development of the microwave cataracts, all of the rabbits were divided 
into three groups: 

First group, included 5 riabbits with no detectable microwave cataracts 
·since they were sacrificed immediately after the course of radiation, and 
on which was performed the biochemical investigations • 

. Second group, included 14 rabbits with initial and specific microwave 
cataracts. The eyes of 10 animals were used for Thbiochemical research 
investigations; the eyes of 4 rabbits, for histological methods of investi
gation. 

Third group, included 7 rabbits in whom regressive microwave cataracts 
were developing. Of these, in 5 rabbits cataracts almost completely 
disappeared; biochemical investigations were performed on their eyes. On 

'', 

the two remaining rabbits,morphological research investigations were per~ormed. 

Morphological studies on the eyes of the Second group of rabbits 
showed that there was significant damage to the crystalline material in 
the posterior cortical layers pf the center and horizontal suture of the· 
crystalline lens. The latter was shown in the development of parts of the 
homogenization of the crystalline material, in the separation of the 
fibers of the lens, in the destruction of its lamination, and in the 
development of the thickening of sutures. Observed was the thinning of 
the-posterior capsules in the center of the horizontal suture. The equatorial 
regions, the zone for the growth of the epithelium of the front capsule, 
were not affected. 
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The morphological investigations on the eyes of the Third group of 
rabbits showed very delicate destructive changes of the crystalline lens 
material in the region of the horizontal suture - the light homogenization 
was to a limited part of the crystal and some of the translucence. In 
the remainder, the lamination of the crystal was well defined. 

All rabbits besides having the change of the crystalline lens, which 
is reversible in character,also showed irreversible changes of sharply 
defined hypertrophy of the sphincter of the iris, and various degrees of 
destruction of the pigment down to the base of the iris was detected in 
the rabbits where there was space for the full reabsorption of the cloudi
ness of the crystalline lens. The histological investigations showed that 
the changes to the iris were biomicroscopically differentiated. 

Based on data in the literature which showed changes in the content Q 
of ascorbic acid (AK) of the crystalline lens under the action of microwave 
radiation (P.I. Gapeyev, 1957; ~ 1960; Merola Kinochta, 1961) _ 
which showed high sensitivity of thiolgroup of soluable proteins of the 
crystalline lens, and which have a major role in the pathogeneis of the 
opacity (K.F. Firfarov, Ye. M. Kedrov, 1961), biochemical investigations 
with 20 rabbits (40 eyes) were performed. They identified the content 
of ascorbic (AK) and ,dehydroascorbic (DAK) acid in the crystalline lens 
and in the aqueous humour by the Klimov method (1953), the content-of the 
soluable protein of the crystalline lens according to Loupin (1951), and 
their thiol(SI) method of amperometric titration (Ye. M. Kedrova, 1962). 

The .res.earch on 10 eyes of the 5 rabbits of the First Group showed C:J 
that radiation of 'the crystalline lenses detected bi~chemical changes which 
were specific in lowering the level of AK (12 milligram % , ver_sus 20 milli
gram% ·of the normal). In one rabbit it was especially marked, lowered to 
4.7 milligrams%, and the level of AK in the aqueous humour remained normal. 
The contents of DAK didn't change. A marked decrease of the quantity of c:::::3 
thiol(SI) group of the soluable protein of the crystalline lens (69.5 micro
moles of thiol/gram of the normal). However, the contents of the general 
soluable proteins didn't change. The decrease of the contents of asc9rbic 
acid and thiol group of the crystalline lens parallels each other; t"hat 
allow.[Jus to assume that the appearance of biochemical changes of the 
crystalline lens of the irradiated eyes preceded the microwave cataract. 

In this manner our investigation confirmed the findings of Gapeyev 
- and other authors who noted the decrease of ascorbic acid in the appearance 

of microwave-cataract in rabbits. 

In all 10 rabbits of Group two (20 eyes) with specific microwave 
cataracts of the crystalline lens, the level of AK was sharply lowered 
(15.5 milligrams% against 26 milligrams% of the control group), decreases 
of AK were noted also in the aqueous humour of the anterior chamber. 

The level of DAK did _not basically deviate from the normaL The 
content of the general soluable proteins sharply decreased (14.2% asQ 
compared to 27 % of the control). An especially sharp decrease was noted 
from the reactive thiol group@micro moles of thiol/gram,against 92 
micro mol~s of thiol/gram of the controls). In three cases their number 



decreased more than twice in comparison with the control eyes. The 
marked expression of change was noted in the eyes where the cataract 
was. more intense. 

Research· done on 5 rabbits of the Third group (10 eyes) whe,11e 
regression of microwave cataracts was observed showed that the content 
of AK of the crystalline lens (24.7 milligram()%) and in aqueous humours 
(20 milligramQ%) changes to normal. An analogous event occurs with 
the content of reactive thiol group of general soluable.proteins (their 
quantity increases to the normal (80.3 l!lic,ro moles of thiol/grams); and 
·in separate occurrences even higher controls. The quantity of soluable 
proteins in the crystalline lens increases and reached normal in all 
5 rabbits (32%). 

In analyzing the accumulated data, it can be stated that the patho
genesis of microwave opacity of the lens has a meaningful change of the 
oxidative-reductive processes which are expressed by the decrease of the· 
level of ascorbic acid as in the decrease of the quantity of protein of 
the thiol?groups. 

In the presence~ge· doses of microwaves on the eyes, cataracts 
are basically explainedas caused by thermal effects. It is assumed 
that the avascular structure heats up more rapidly, which relates to 
imperfect ther~oregulation. 

Based on data in the literature (L. Ya. Shereshevskaya, V.A. Grechushkina, 
1967), it is well known that according to the method of radiation which 
we used,_the temperature of the glass-like body in the posterior pole of 
the crystalline lense increases 5.3°(C) and within 15 minutes after the 
termination of radiation it returns to normal (temp.). 

The raP,id drop of temperature after discontinuing radiation contradicts 
!the expla;at-i~-s ·to-the ·h-igh-degree· of sensidvit"y of the crystalline-iens_~........._.. 
\ to microwaves ·aru:1· the incompleteness-of its theimoregulafi:on. ~-~--- ---~~~---~ -- ·--~-----~-~-~ 

Pentennay and Osborn (1939), & Kokott (1939) noted the increase of 
temperature in the ~like body of rabbits of up to 6. 5° (C) after the 
effects of' the electrical pole of VHF; they did not observe the develop-

'· ment of cataracts. I.S. Plitas (1935), experimenting on cats, did not 
observe the opacity of the crystalline lens after the application of very 
large doses of VHF, which in general increased the overheating effect of 
the organism. During the experimental $tudy of the effects and consequences 
of large doses of VHF on the organ of sight, L.Y~. Shereshevskaya (1941) 
also did not observe the development of catarac~s. The various responses 
of the crystalline lens on the effects of the microwaves and VHF .electrical 
pole gives the basis to assume that the mechanism for the-development of 
the microwave cataract plays a role not only on the thermal effect but also 
as a specific factor characteristic for the range of centimetric waves. 

In sum, our conclusions are: 

(1) Medium doses of microwaves cause harmful effects on the crystal
line lens and cause microwave cataracts. They are unique: The cataract 
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develops through the latent stage, is distributed in the posterior 
cortical layers of the horizontal suture in a lace-like design, and is 
capable of regression. 

(2) The appearance of the microwave cataract follows the decrease 
of the level of ascorbic acid and the quantity of thiol group of soluable 

__ :Rroteins in the_ cryfatalline_ lens_ of the opaci~y~f the eyes. In clinics, 
· with radiation-developed microwave cataracts, it is noted that a parallel1 

-exists between--the-decrease of the -level" of "ascorbicacid~ decreasing---•, 
the quantify of soluable proteins of the crystalline lens sharply lowered 
the thiol group. 

(3) The reversibility of microwave cataract as observed in the current 
research and observed during biomicroscopic investigations were confirmed
by the morphological and biochemical methods of research. 

_(4) Development of microwave cataracts from medium doses of radia
tion where the thermal effects have no signfi~ and also the reap
pearance of opacity.of-the crystalline.lens, provide the basis to assume 
that microwaves have·a definite role in the mechanism of the development 
of cataracts. 
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Microwaves or (micro)radiowaves, related to the range of ultrahigh fre-
quency (VHF), have widespread applications in technology as well as in medicine. · :l 

I 

The first experimental research (Osborn, Frederick, 1948) had shown a 
high sensitivity of the c·rystalline lens to the effec.ts of VHF electro
magnetic waves. Despite the large number of reports on the development of 
microwave cataracts in experimental animais, clinical cataracts have not 
as yet been adequately studied, and the question.of the pathogenesis remains' 
unresolved. Also, clinical studies on microwave cataracts remain as a 

. major problem. It is necessary to refine the etiology of the opacity of the 
crystalline lens, as observed by some authors (Hirsch, Parker 1952 4; 
I. Galeyev, 1957; V.G. Shilyaev, I.S. Shimkhovich, 1959) in men (working) 
near VHF apparatuses in order to carry out safe technological procedures 
and not to expose them to further hazards of microwave cataracts. Due to 

.the increased spread of the application of VHF apparatuses in industry and 
especially near radar facilities, 6phthalmologists will be reqtiired to fre
quently deal with these questions. 

The opinion ·of authors is unanimous on the harmful effects of high 
intensity microwaves; however on the harmful effects of medium doses of 
microwaves~ there is a divergence of opinion based on data in the litera
ture. Some authors (Richardson, 1951; L.Ya. Shereshevskaya, V.A. · 
Grechushkina, 1967) observed the harmful effects from medium doses of. 
microwaves on ·the crystalline lens of animals; others (W. Clark, G. C.lark, 
1952; Dabies, 1952) have applied these same doses for therapeutic purposes 
in their ophthalmological practice. 

. In rel?tion to ~his question, we considered it essential to study the 
·effects of microwaves of the medium intensity in experiments on rabbits. 

The experiments were carried out in 28 rabbits (56 eyes) (Genus Chin
chilla). The rabbits weighted from 2 to 3.5 kilograms. 

The rabbits were radiated with the LUCH-58 apparatus (wavelength 12.6 
centimeters,. frequen~y 2375 megahertz), using a _remote control method, 
(power output of 60 watts, di.stance 9 centimeters, the diameter of the , ,1 

radiation source 9 centimeters, time of exposure 15 minutes). The left 
eye was radiated, tp.e right eye served as a control. These characteristics 
identified as "medium '~herapeuUc doses", are widely applied in clinical 
practice against various diseases, and in overseas countries even in 
ophthalmology practice. The radiation procedure was carried out 10-14 
times (exposures). 
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They.observed the development of microwave cataracts in 23 rabbits. 
In 10 of the younger rabbits, opacity appeared immediately after the 
completion of the course of radiation Qn the crystalline lens; and in 

· 13 of the 6lder rabbits, opacity appeared within 3 to 7 days after t~e 
termination of radiation exposure. The remaining 5 older rabbits were 
sacrificed irmnediately after the course of radiation to investigate the 

. question: "Does the biochemical change occur prior to the destructi;n 
of the transparancy of the.crystalline lens?" 

The opacity in all animals at first appears in the posterior . 
horizontal suture and is localized under the capsule in the posterioi 
cortical layers of the crystalline lens. Moreover, _qespite the 
discontinuance of radiation, the opacity increases in size, grows 
in intensity and acquire(:, a round or semi-looped form in t'he appearance 
of thin lace (See Drawing 1 - NOTE: not attached. to copy). Restricted 
to the center at the horizontal suture, the cataract did not spread to 
the equatorial region. For 20-25 days progression of the microwave 
cataract was stabilized and then began its regression. The cataract 

· "literally dissolves" along the edges, becomes more transparent, and: in 
5 rabbits within 2 to 2-1/2 months it disappears completely (See Drawing 

· 2 (not att~ched)). Regression of the microwave cataract was observed for 
2 to 3 months. They observed similar. changes of the crystalline lens in 
23 rabbits which gave the basis that this type of opacity is characteristic 
of microwave. cataract;s. In response to the development and course of 
development of the microwave cataracts, all of the rabbits were divided 
into three groups: 

First group, included 5 tabbits with no detectable microwave cataracts 
since they were sacrificed immediately after the course of radiation~ and 
on which was performed the biochemical investigations. i · 

Second group, included t4 rabbits with initial and specific microwave 
cataracts. The eyes of 10 animals were used for biochemical research 
investigations; the eyes of 4 rabbits, for histological methods of investi

. gation. 

Third group, included 7 rabbits in whom regressive microwave cataracts 
~ere developing. Of these, in 5 rabbits cataracts almost completely 
disappeared; biochemical investigationswere performed.on their eyes. On 
the two remaining rabbits,morphological research investigations were performed. 

Morphological:studies on the eyes of the Second group of rabbits 
showed that there was significant damage to the crystalline material in 
the posterior cortical layers of the center and horizontal suture of the 
crystalline lens. The latter was shown in the development of parts ·of the 
homogenization of the crystalline material, in.the separation of the 
fibers of th~ lens, in the destruction of its lamination, and in the 
development' of the thickening of sutures. Observed was the thinning of 
~he posterior capsules in the center of the horizontal suture. The equatorial 
regions, the zone for the growth of the epithelium of the front capsule, 
were nqt affected. 
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The morphological investigations on the eyes of the Third group.of 
rabbits showed very delicate destructive changes of the crystalline lens 
.material in the region of the horizontal suture - the light homogenization 
was to a limited part of the crystal and some of the translucence. In 
the remainder, the lamination of the crystal was well defined. 

All rabbits besides having.the change of the crystalline lens, which 
is reversible in character, also showed irreversible changes of sharply 
defined hypertrophy of ~he sphincter of the ir~s, and various degree~ of 
destruction of the pigment down to the base of the iris was detected in 
the rabbits where there was space for the full reabsorption of the cloudi
ness of the crystalline lens. The histological investigations showed that 
the changes to the iris were biomicroscopically differentiated. · 

Based on data in the literature which showed changes in ·the content 
of ascorbic acid (AK) of the crystalline lens under the action of microwave 
radiation (P.I. Gapeyev, 1957; • Carpenter 1960; Merola Kinochta, 1961) 

·. which showed high sensitivity of thiolgroup of soluable proteins of the 
crystalline lens, and which have a major role in the pathogeneis of the. 

· .. opacity (K. F. Firfarov, Ye. M .• Kedrov, 1961), biochemical investigations 
with 20 rabbits (40 ~yes) were performed. They identified the content 
of ascorbic (AK) and dehydroascorbic· (DAK) acid in the crystalline lens 
and in the aqueous humour by the Klimov method (1953), the content of the 
soluable protein of the crystalline lens according to Loupin (1951), and 

.. their thiol(SI) method of amperometric titration (Ye. M. Kedrova, 1962). 

The research on 10 ~yes of the5 rabbits of the First Group showed 
that radiation of the crystalline lens.es detected biochemical changes which . 
were specific in lowering the level of AK (12 milligram%, versus 20 milli
gram % of the normal)~ In one rabbit it was especially marked, lower.ed to 
4. 7 milligrams %, and the· level of AK in the aqueous humour remained normal. 
The contents of DAK didn't change~ A marked decrease of the quantity of . 
thiol(SI) group of the soluable protein of the.crystalline lens (69.5 micro
moles of'thiol/gram of the normal). However, the contents of the general 
soluable proteins didn't change. The decrease of the contents-of ascorbic 
acid and thiol group cif the crystalline lens parallels each other; that 
allows ·• us to· assume that the appearance· of biochemical changes of the 
crystalline lens of the irradiated eyes preceded the microwave cataract. 

In this.manner our. investigation confirmed the findings of Gapeyev 
and other authors who noted the decrease of ascorbic acid in the appearance . 
of microwave cataract in rabbits. 

;I:n all 10 rabbits of Group two (20 eyes) with specific microwave 
cataracts of .the crystalline lens, the level of AK was sharply lowered 
(15.5 milligrams% against 26 milligrams% of the contiol group), decreases 
of AK were noted also. in the aqueotis . humour of the anterior chamber .. 

The level of DAK did not basically deviate from the normal. The 
content of the general soluabie proteins sharply decreased (14.2% as· 
compared to 27 % of the control). An especially sharp decrease was noted· 
from the ·reactive thiol group (46 mic.ro moles of thiol/ gram, against 92 
micro moles of thiol/gram of the controls). In three cases their number 
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decreased more than twice in comparison with the control eyes. The 
marked expression of change was noted in the eyes where the cataract 
was more intense. 

Research done on 5 rabbits of the Third group (10 eyes) where 
regression of microwave cataracts was observed showed that the content 
of AK of the crystalline lens (24.7 milligram %) aqd in aqueous humours 
(20 milligram %) changes to normal. An analogous event occurs with:, 
the content of reactive thiol group of general soluable proteins (their 
quantity increases to the normal (80.3 lllicro moles of thiol/grams); ~nd 
in separate occurrences even higher controls. The quantity of soluable 
proteins in the crystalline lens increases and reached normal in all 
5 rabbits (32%). 

In analyzing the accumulated data, it can be stated that the patho
genesis of microwave opacity of the lens has a meaningful change of the 
oxidative-reductive proce~ses which are expressed by the decrease of the.· 
level of ascorbic acid as in the decrease of the quantity of protein of 
the thioli groups. . 

In the presence of large doses of microwaves on the eyes, cataracts 
are basically explained as caused by thermal effects. It is assumed. 
that the avascular structure heats up more _rapidly, which relates to_ 
imperfect thermoregulation. 

Based on data in the literature (L. Ya. Shereshevskaya, V.A. Grechushkina, 
1967), it is well known that according to the method of radiation which 
we used, the temperature of t~e glass-like body in the posterior polJ of 
the crystalline lense increases 5.3°(C) and within 15 minutes after the 
termination of radiation it returns to normal (temp.). 

__________ The rapi__4 __ c!,rop of temperature after discontinuing radiation contradicts 
. : the explanation as ~the.high~degree -of. sen.sitlv:ity- of -the crystalline le-ris' 
--·-- to ___ microwaves·-·and-Tne-incomplefenes·s·-of ifs thermoregulation.: - - .. 

Pentennay and Osborn (1939), & Kokott (1939) noted the increase of 
temperature in the glass-like body of rabbits of up to 6.5°(C) after the 
effects of the electrical pole of VHF; they did not observe the develop
ment of cata.racts. I.S. Plitas (1935), experimenting o_n cats, did not 
observe the opacity of th~ crystalline lens after the application of very 
large doses of VHF, which in general increased the overheating effect of · 
the organism. During the experimental study of the effects and consequences 
of large doses of VHF on the organ of sight, L. Ya. Shereshevskaya (1941) 
also did not observe the development of cataracts. The various responses 
of the crysiailine lens on the effects of the microwaves and VHF electrical 
pole gives the basis to assume that the mechanism for the development of 
the microwave cataract plays a role not only on the thermal effect but also 
as a specific -factor characteristic for the range of centimetric waves. 

In sum, our conclusions are: 

.(1) Medium doses of microwaves cause harmful effects on the crystal~ 
line lens and cause microwave cataracts. They are unique: The cataract 
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develops through the latent stage, is distributed in the posterior 
cortical layers of the horizontal suture in a lace-like design, and is 
capable of regression. 

(2) The appearance of the microwave cataract follows the decrea~e 
of the level of ascorbic acid and the quantity of thiol group of soluable 

____ pr:_9t;.~!l!S. __ :h!1_!;ll~_~_rys~_~!_linE; __ ~e!!? ~r ~~e-~pacity_of_ ~!1e eyes. In c:linics, 
.with radiation-developed microwave cataracts, it is noted that a parallel 
exists between the decrease of the level of ascorbic acid, decreasing 
the quantify of soluable proteins of the crystalline lens sharply lowered 
the thiol group. · 

(3)- The reversibility of microwave cataract as observed in the current 
research and observed during biomicroscopic investigations.were confirmed 

,\ 

by the morphological and •biochemical methods of research. 

(4) Development of microwave cataracts from medium doses of radia-· 
tion _where the thermal effects have no signficance, ~nd also the reap
pearance of opacity of the crystalline lens, provide the basis to assume 
that microwaves have a definite role in the mechanism of the development 
of cataracts. 
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.(From the Department for Trauma Studies of Sight Organs, Reconstructive 
Surgery and Prosthetics of the Moscow Scientific-Research Institute 
Gel'mgol'tsa) 

Microwaves or_ (triicro)radiowaves, related to the range of ultrahigh fre
quency (VHF), have widespread applications in technology as well as in medicine. 

The first experimental research (Osborn, Frederick, 1948) had shown a 
high sensitivity of the c·rystalline lens to the effects of VHF elec_tro- · 
magnetic waves. Despite ~he large number of reports on the development of 
microwave cataracts in experimental animals, clinical cataracts have not 

· as yet been adequately studied; and the question of the pathogenesis remains. 
unresolved. Also, clinical. studies on microwave cataracts remain as a' 

- major problem. It is necessary to refine the etiology of the opacity of the 
crystalline lens, as observed by some authors (Hirsch, Parker 1952); 
I. Galeyev, 1957; V.G. Shilyaev, I.S. Shimkhovich, 1959-) in men (working) 
near VHF apparatuses in order to carry out safe technological ·procedures -
and not to expose them to further hazards of microwave cataracts. Due to 
the increased spread of the application of VHF apparatuses in industry and 
especially near radar_ facilities, ophthalmologists will be required to fre
quently deal with these questions. 

The opinion of authors is unanimous on the harmful effects of high 
intensity microwaves; however on the harmful effects of medium doses of -
microwaves, there is a divergence of opinion based on data in the litera
ture. Some authors (Richardson, 1951; L~Ya. Shereshevskaya, V.A. 
Grechushkina, 1967) observed the harmful effects from medium doses of 
microwaves on the crystalline lens of animals; others (W. Clark, c; Clark, 
1952; Dabies, 1952) have applied these same doses for therapeutic purposes 
in their ophthalmological practice. 

In·relation to this question, we considered it essential to study the 
effects of microwaves of the medium intensity in experiments on rabbits. 

The experiments were carried out in 28 rabbits (56 eyes) (Genus Chin
chilla). The_ rabbits weighted from 2 to 3.5 kilograms. 

The rabbits were radiated with the LUCH-58 apparatus (wavelength 12.6 
centimeters, frequency 2375 megahertz), using a remote control ·_method, 
(power output of 60 watts, distance 9 centimeters, the diameter of the 
radiation source 9 centimeters, time of exposure 15 minutes). The left 
eye was radiated, the right ey'e served as a control. These characteristics 
identified as "medium therapeutic doses", are widely applied irt clinical 
practice against various diseases, and in o~erseas countries even in 

__ ophthalmology practice. The radiation procedure was carried out 10-14 
times (exposures). 
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They observed the developcient of microwave cataracts ii 23 rabbJts. 
In 10 of the younger rabbits, opacity appeared immediately after the 
completion of the course of radiation ~n the crystalline lens; and in 
13 of the older rabbits, opacity appeared within 3 to 7 days after the 
termination of radiation exposure. · The remaining 5 older rabbits were . 

,sacrificed immediately after the course.of radiation to investigate the 
'question: "Does the biochemical change occur prior to the destruction 
of the transparancy of the crystalline lens?" 

The opacity in all animals at first appears in the posterior 
horizontal suture and is localized under the capsule in the posterior 
cortical layers of the cry~talline lens.· Moreover, despite the 
discqntinuance of radiation; .the opacity increases in size, grows 
in intensity and acquires a round or semi-looped form in t'he appearance 
of thin lace (See Drawing 1 - NOTE: not attached to copy). Restricted 
to the center at the horizontal suture, the cataract did not spread to 
the equatorial region. · For 20-25 days progression of the microwave· 
cataract was stabilized and then began its regression. The cataract 
"literally dissolves" along the edges,·becomes more transparent, and in 
5 rabbits within 2 to 2-1/2 months it disappears completely (See Drawing 
2 (not attached)). Regression of the microwave cataract was observed for 

'2 to 3 months: They observed similar changes of the crystalline lens in 
23 rabbits which gave the basis that this type of opacity is characteristic 
of microwave _cataracts. In response to the development and course of 
development of the microwave cataracts, all of the rabbits were divided 

. into three groups: 

First group, included 5 rabbits with no detectable microwave cataracts 
since they were sacrificed immediately after the course of radiation, and 
on which was performed the biochemical investigations. 

Second group, included 14 rabbits with initial and specific microwave 
cataracts .. The eyes of 10 animals were used for biochemical research 
investigations; the. eyes of 4 rabbits, for histological methods of investi
gat'ion. ' 

Third group, iricluded 7 rabbits in whom regressive microwave cutarocis 
were developing. Of these, in 5 rabbits cataracts almost:completely 
disappeared; biochemical investigations·were performed on their eyes. On 
the ~WO remaining rabbits,morphological research investigations were performed. 

Morphological studies onthe eyes of the Second group of rabbits 
showed that there was· significant damage to the crystalline material in 
the posterior cortical layers of the center and horizontal suture of the 
crystalline lens. The latter was shown in the development of parts of the 
homogenization of the crystalline material, in the separation of the 
fibers of.the lens, in the destruction of its lamination,.and in the 
development of the thickening of sutures.· Observed was the thinning of 
the posterior. capsules in the center of the horizontal suture. The equatorial 
regions, the zone for the growth of the epithelium of the front capsule,. 
were not affected. 
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The morphological investigations on the eyes of the Third group of 
rabbits showed very delicate destructive changes of the crystalline lens 
material in the region of the horizontal suture - the light homogenization 
was to a limited part of the crystal and some of the translucence. In 
the remainder, th~ lamination of the crystal was well defined. 

All rabbits ·besides having the change of the crystalline lens, which 
is reversible in character, also showed irreversible changes of sharply 
defined hypertrophy of the sphincter of the iris, and various degreesof 
destruction of the pigment down to the base of the iris .was detected in 
the rabbits where there. was space for the full reabsorption of the cloudi
ness of the crystalline lens.· The histological investigations showed that 
the changes to the iris weie biomicrosc6pically differentiated. 

Based on data in the literature which showed changes in the content · · 
of ascorbic acid (AK) of the crystalline lens under the action of microwave 
radiation (P. I. Gapeyev, 1957; Carpenter. 1960; Merola Kinochta, 1961) 
which showed high sensitivity of thiolgroup of soluable proteins of the 
crystalline lens, and which have a major role in the pathogeneis of the 

·. opacity (K.F. Firfarov, Ye. M. Kedrov, 1961), biochemical investigations 
with 20 rabbits (40 ,yes) were performed. They identified the content 
of ascorbic (AK) and dehydroascorbic (DAK) acid in the crystalline lens 
and in the aqueous humour by the Klimov method (1953), the content of the 
soluable protein of the crystalline lens according to Loupin (1951), and 
their thiol(SI) method of amperometric titration (Ye. M. Kedrova, 1962). 

The research on 10 ,yes of the 5 rabbits of the First Group showed 
that radiation of the crystalline lenses detected biochemical changes which 

··were specific in lowering the level of AK (12 milligram % , versus 20 milli
gram% of the normal). In one rabbit it was especially marked, lowered to 
4.7 milligrams%, and the ievel of AK in the aqueous.humour remained normal. 
The contents of DAK didn't change. A marked decrease of the quantity of 
thiol(SI) group of the soluable protein of the crystalline lens (69.5 micro
moles of thiol/gram of the normal). However, the contents of the general 
soluable proteins didn't change. The decrease of the contents-of ascorbic 
acid and thiol group of the crystalline lens parallels each other; that 
allows. us to assume that the appearance of biochemical changes of the 
crystalline lens of the irradiated eyes preceded the microwave cataract. 

, · In this manner our investigation confirmed the findings' of Gapeyev 
and other authors who noted the decrease of ascorbic acid in the appearance 
of microwave catara~t in rabbits. 

In all 10 rabbits of Group two (20 eyes) with specific microwave , 
cataracts of the. crystalline lens, the level of AK was sharply lowered 
(15.5 milligrams% against 26 milligrams% of the control group), decreases 
of AK wer~ noted also in the aqueous humour of the anterior chamb.er. 

', 

The level of DAK did.not basically deviate from the normal. The 
content of the general soluable proteins sharply decreased (14.2% as 
compared to 27 % of the control). An especially sharp decrease was noted. 
from the reactive thiol group (46 micro moles of thiol/gram, against .92 
micro moles of thiol/g!am of the controls). In three cases their number 
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decreased more than twice in comparison with the control eyes~ The 
marked expression of change.was noted in the eyes where the cataract 
was more intense. 

Research done on 5 rabbits of the Third group (10 eyes) where 
regression of microwave cataracts was observed showed that the content 
of AK of the crystalline lens (24.7 milligram %) and in aqueous humours 
(20 milligram %) changes to normal. An analogous event occurs with 
the content of reactive thiol group of general soluable proteins (their 
quantity increases to the normal (80.3 micro moles of thiol/grams); and 
in separate occurrences even higher controls. The quantity of soluable 
proteins in the crystalline lens increases and reached normal in all 
5 rabbits (32%). 

In analyzing the accumulated data, it can be stated that the patho
genesis of microwave opacity of the lens has a meaningful change of the 
oxidative-reductive proce13ses which are expressed by the decrease of .the 
level of ascorbic acid as in the decrease of the_ quantity of protein of 
the thiol/groups. 

In the presence of large doses of microwaves o~ the eyes, cataracts 
are basically explained as caused by thermal effects. It is assumed 
that the avascular structure heats up more _rapidly, which relates to 
imperfect thermoregulation,. 

Based on data in the literature (L. Ya. Shereshevskaya, V.A. Grechushkina, 
1967), it is well known that according to the method of radiation which 
we used, the temperature of the glass-like body in the posterior pole of 
the crystalline lense increases 5.3°(C) and within 15 minutes after the 
termination of radiation it returns to normal (temp.). 

,The rapid drop of temperature after discontinuing radiation contradicts _- "--~ 
·=·- ~he-e~pianatibn-:as -to-the J,Igh-:cfeg-ree -of sensitfvify o°f 'the· -c:r-y·st.alltrie lens-~'·

,--to,_mic-rowaves-and -th-e-IncompleEeness of its thermoregulation~ ... - ---- -· -- -·----- ---- --

Pentennay and Osborn (1939), & Kokott (1939) noted the increase of 
temperature in the glass-like body of rabbits of up to 6.5°(C) after the 
effects of the electrical pole of VHF; they did not observe the develop
ment of cataracts. I.S. Plitas (1935), experimenting on cats, did not 
observe the opacity of the crystalline lens after the application 6f very 
large doses of VHF, which in general increased the overheating effec~ of 
the organism. During the experimental study of the effects and consequences 
of large doses of VHF on the organ of sight, L.Ya. Shereshevskaya (1941) 
also did not observe the development of cataracts. The various responses 
of the crystalline lens on the effects of the microwaves and VHF electrical. 
pole gives the basis to assume that the mechanism for the development of · 
the microwave cataract plays a role not only on the thermal effect but also 
as a specific factor characteristic for_ the range of centimetric waves. · 

In sum, our conclusions are: 

(1) Medium doses of microwaves cause harmful effects on the crystal
line lens and cause microwave cataracts. They are unique: The cataract 
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\develops through the latent stage, is distributed in the posterior 
cortical layers of the horizontal suture in a lace-like design, and is 
/capable of regression. 

•r.;,- " 

(2) The appearance of the microwave cataract follows the.decrease 
of the level of ascorbic acid and the quantity of thiol group of soluable 

..... _P~~t:~i.its _:i,.11 the crystalline lens of the opacity of the eyes. In clinics~ 
' with ~adiat-i~~=d~veloped ~icr~~.;:~~e-cataracts ,- it,, is -noted -t·h~t- i""i,~rall;l 

exists between the decrease of the level of ascorbic acid, ·decreasing 
the quantity of soluable proteins of the crystalline lens sharply lowered 
the thiol group. 

(3) The reversibility of microwave cataract as observed in the current· 
research and observed during biomicroscopic investigations.were confirmed 
by the morphological and biochemical methods of research. 

(4) Development of microwave cataracts from medium doses of radia
tion where the thermal effects have no signficance, ~nd also the reap
pearance of opacity of the crystalline lens, provide the basis to assume 
that microwaves have a definite role in the mechanism of the development 
of cataracts. 
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